It has become a lazy habit of reporters to seek bad news, Raspberry said: "We'll walk past a dozen successful fa milies in search of the disaster that illuminates the pathology of the ghetto."
Reviewing the importance of a free press and the privileges granted to reporters by the framers of the Constitution, Raspberry said, "Hell, we've got our own amendment-or at least part of an amendment. Doctors are granted no explicit right to practice their craft untrammeled. Lawyers aren't, nor are engineers or teachers. But
He presented as a possible model the sports section, where "the sterling play and all the up-side good stuff' is reported right along with "the bad plays and off-the field misbehavior, the lackadaisical effort and idiotic recruiting decisions." A critical diffe rence between news and sports sections is that readers and editors expect sportswriters not to be indifferent to their teams' success. "But if my colleagues on the sports pages of the Washington Post make clear that they'd like to see the Redskins and the Wizards succeed, those on the news side often seem not to care whether our city or our nation succeeds."
Before the speech President Bill Cotter presented Raspberry with an honorary doctor of laws degree and praised the combination of insightful analysis and common sense that has marked Raspberry's lifelong crusade for personal responsibility and social justice.
The Lovejoy award is given each year to honor the memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, valedictorian of Colby's Class of 1826, who became the first American martyr to freedom of the press when he was killed defending his newspaper against a pro-slavery mob in Illinois. should be allowed to land the Space Shuttle."
A Collaboration Not Without Precedent
-Jan Elise Holly (mathematics), in a lecture titled "Why, Really, Do Pilots Become Disoriented Enough to Crash," about her research for NASA on mathematical models for predicting the types of disorientation that occur when humans are subjected to unusual motion conditions. "Dispositional optimism is a good thing. There is tons and tons of evidence that being an optimistic person, generally, is related to less heart disease, less cancer, all sorts of things."
-Bill Klein (psychology), in a talk, "Positive and Negative Health Implications of Optimism."
"A case can be made that local capital is better than trans national capital."
-John Milton Talbot (sociology), in a talk on how tea-, coffee-and cocoa-producing nations are affected when they build commodity chains from the bottom up as opposed to having foreign-based corporations control processing and distributron.
"On the other hand, I've had a lot of support from some of the goodest, oldest boys in Civil War history."
-Elizabeth Leonard (history), at a round-table discussion titled "Bias, Discrimination and the Historian's Craft," after describing hostility she has experienced for daring to suggest that women's history from the Civil War era is important.
"Scandal has a thousand stringers; good news doesn't know the editor's phone number."
-William Raspberry, 1999 Lovejoy Award recipient, on the relative ease of finding and writing negative news stories.
"A key to Hitler's power over the Germans was his ability as a speaker, which he and others discovered in revolutionary Munich in 1919. Here, historical empathy loses me. I find it impossible to feel the appeal of his speeches, which to me are a mass of angry, bellicose and petty moralistic barking. But in the context of the brutalization of politics through the First World War and the revolutionary period in its wake, I can understand that his rhetoric appealed to something larger although it never captured the loyalty of the majority in an open society (until 1933) ."
-Raffael Scheck (history), in a talk, "Who Was Hitler?"
